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RENOVATION OP THE ANIMAL SYSTEM.
We have shewn in our preceding article, that the stomach is the
great laboratory of the animal body; and that the gross materials after
being taken into that organ undergo a chemical change, which prepares
them to become component parts of the various systems which compose
the animal. This We may term the positive force, which builds up and
sustains the living animal out of the food which is taken into the
stomach.
Our next object is to call the attention to another force, (the nega
tive,) which is as efficient in tearing down, or in other words, throwing
off the worn out particles of matter, as the positive force is in building
it up. Was it nojt for this latter force, Ihfe animal body would undoubt
edly c$a£inue to increase in sizeasloflgas the animal remained healthy,
and couW obtain food tolrve on. These two forces are constantly ac
tive in the living body. One creates gross tangible forms out df minute
particles pf matter, and the other reduces these gross tangible forms
back to minute particles of matter again. This seems to be the univer
sal order of nature, which may be correctly represented by a circle,
which has neither beginning nor ending. The ancient philosophers ob
serving this simple fact in nature, would,’naturally enough, represent
eternity by a circle.
We find in all the operations of nature a disposition to change the
forms and their positions in space. Hence, certain forms are destroy*
ed by the animal, and the minute particles which composed these forms
are converted into new forms—the human form—and after these min
ute particles have subserved their purpose , in the human form— worn
out, they are taken up by the absorbent vessels—the negative force, and
thrown off, and are again condensed into new forms.
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The earth is composed of minute or infinitesimal particles of matter,
which are drawn from surrounding nature, and modified into earth up
on the same principle, that earth is modified into vegetable matter, and
vegetable matter into animal matter. The means by which etherial
matter is condensed into earth is principally through the instrumental
ity of the vegetable and animal kingdoms. The atmosphere, or the
electricity it contains, is inhaled or taken in through the leaves of the
vegetable, and the lungs of the animal kingdom, by which means these
two kingdoms are principally built up and sustained, and the death and
decay of these two kingdoms in their turn build up and sustain the
earth, or mineral kingdom. The vegetable and animal kingdoms, then,
are to the earth what the stomach and digestive organs are to the ani
mal, or the roots and leaves to the vegetable kingdom. All nature if
alive to these two forces, the creators and destroyers of all forms, from
the simplest object in nature to man himself. Hence, too, we observe
there is no such thing as independence in naturej but one universal
system of dependencies, which may properly be termed series*

A SUGGESTION.
In Nature there are fixed principles and motive powers acting in
harmony, and in all inanimate matter there exist certain component
parts, so in animated nature. We see the operation of the same prin
ciple of order and arrangement in the human system, we see a divis
ion of the general sustaining powers acting in perfect harmony when a
person is in perfect health—the veinous, nervous, and another which
has heretofore been unnoticed, which I shall term the Electro-Magnetio
principle ; these, when they perform their parts correctly, constitute a
healthy action and general good health, when either performs its part in
a disordered and uncertain manner, it produces a great change on the
system, and consequently causes the other branches of our Composition
to become unhealthy in their action, and thus cause disease. Each of
these principles are proportioned with accuracy and equality through
the system, and any derangement in their acting or concentration to one
point causes a very unhealthy state in the system, they are, when im
planted in the system, like water in a vessel, when it is standing per
fectly quiet, the same in all parts of the system on a true level) when

excited* they,’ like the same vessel when agitated, the fluid flowing to
the lowest parts of the vessel, causing a continual motion, and conse*
qiiently’irritation in the part where they concentrate their force.
The writer would suggest that this Electro-Magnetic property flows
equallyo through the pystem, andrany point where it is obstructed or
hindered in its free circulation through the system, or when the system
becomes overcharged with the Magnetic property and does not pass off
as freely as nature requires, then the system becomes deranged, and an
unhealthy action takes place. Nature has so ordered, that excess of
blood passes off naturally through the pores, in the form of perspira
tion, yet we have not yet discovered in what way this Magnetic fluid
escapes when the system becomes overcharged, and we come to the
conclusion that its free egress is sometimes stopped and consequently
pain is the result of a superabundance of this fluid concentrated to
some point, thus causing rheumatic afflictions, as they are termed; yet,
at the same time, it is nothing more than a flow1of this fluid to some
particular part of the system, where we find the pain is located, as in
the circulating system, when it becomes inactive, or flows too freely to
any part of the system, produces inflammation in that part by the pres
sure on the component parts of the body, when it is thus located, or
stopped, so this magnetic influence becomes stopped in its free circula
tion, and causes pain in that portion of the system, and the organs be *
coming overcharged are not able to bear the burden and yield to the ex
tra force heaped upon them, and become excited to such an extent that
it causes pain in that part.
When the circulating system becomes thus deranged by a stoppage
of its free circulation, all that is necessary to cause a restoration is to
cause an equilibrium in the circulation of the blood throughout the
system, and you at once remove the cause of the disease engendered by
the stoppage.
The same principle should be adopted in the management of the
magnetic fluid that is adopted in regard to the circulating system, towit; an equal flow of the magnetic fluid throughout the system. How
is this to be accomplished? The system like the atmosphere in the
summer, when headed, generates more electricity than it can contain
naturally and passes off i*i lightning, thus causing a healthy state in the
atmosphere, and We must see if we cannot contrive a method of passing
off ,thife accumulated fluid frog* the system to the extent; required to
produce healthy action in that branch of the system. I would suggest

that an experiment be tried, as follows, that the patient be magnetised
in the following manneiy to-wit: that some fire or six persons join
hands and form a circle in which shall be the person afflicted, the poles
of the battery shall then be united in the circle, causing the influence
to be general throughout the ring fanned by the persons who* compqse
the circle, thus equalizing the influence of the fluid through all the
persons. The excess of the influence is thus drawn from the patient,
and by this means restored to health again. If my position be correct
such will be the result, or at least the cause will be removed of the
disease, and nothing is required to restore health more than nourish*
ment to strengthen the circulating system which has become impaired
by bding overburdened.
There are many persons probably who are not sufficiently charged
With the magnetic fluid, and thus a general debility ensues. When, for
instance j there appears to be general languor and weakness in the sys
tem, it may be that it is caused by a deficit in this flmd; in such cases, if
the physician could obtain a patient who is affected with Rheumatism,
and a p&tieiit who is of the above described class, aftd magnetize them
both'at the. same time by forming a circle through which the magnetic
fluid shall pafcd equally. They may both be restored by equalizing the •
influence through both the systems, thus causing a healthy action
throughout. There has no method been afdopted ^by which magnetism
c&n b& measured and its strength tested^ science may yet unfold some
methdd by whfoh the quantity can be known, which a system in a
healthy state requires, in order to keep it intt healthy moving action.
Whefr feuch discovery is made, it will be as great a light to medical
science as the principle of the circulation was, when it was discovered
by H&rvey, and the pulsation thereby regulated*accordingly. So in the
circulation of the magnetic fluid through the system, when we are able
to know the quantity necessary to produce healthy action of nervous
and muscul&r systems, magnetism is thfe motive power to them as the
hlood is to the healthy action of the whole body. It is this that gives
all the power to the muscles, for when magnetised a person finds his
muscles are strengthened to such a degree that they become like steel,
mid are as tenacious as iton, so much so that they will not yield without br&king:; so When the passions ate excited,1they are nothing but
the magnetic fluid put in extraordinary commotion^ this causing muscttIkrfotae^hdexci tenant through:the Whate fcysteii ^om^Gt^d both:w^kh

thenetvfeS and iauscles.

’ }*’•

In cases of lunacy the magnetic fluid is concentrated to an alarming
extent in the brain when the muscular system in general is entirely
prostrated, and the whole system is debilitated and unhealthy, and by
applying remedies to remove the concentrated fluid from the brain and
cause a more general flow through the system, we remove the great
cause of lunacy, and all that is required then, is the restoration by
stimulants of the veinous system and digestive system, by remedies that
are known as agents that will restore those to a healthy state and cause
them to act in harmony with all the other branches of the system.
The connexion between the different portions of the system are so dis
tinct in themselves, yet so harmonious when they act in their proper
spheres and form a junction with each other moving onward in a smooth
even course, that it is extremely hard to ascertain which branch of the
motive power in the system is affeoted, it requires great care and watch
fulness to discern the right cause, and which of these principles is not
acting in its proper sphere or which needs regulating, perhaps the cause
may be in the first instance a derangement in the magnetic fluid and by
being deranged for any length of time, it deranges the action of the
other branches, consequently leading men astray in judging of the cause
of the disease, thus the necessity of speedily consulting (those who
ought by their profession to know) immediately and before the whole
system has become changed by the original derangement of this one
branch of the moving power of the system.
C. BAISTOW.

Dr. McNair, Editor of the St. Louis Magnet:
D ear S ir :—I have rather an interesting experiment in Clairvoy
ance, which I feel disposed to report to you; hoping, should you think
it interesting to your many readers, that you may give it a place in your
invaluable Magnet. I am inclined to think, that one of the principal rea
sons, why so many are still lingering in doubt in respect to Clairvoy
ance, is, that the friends of Mesmerism, and particularly Clairvoyance,
have been too fearful or negligent, or both, in reporting the innumejable
experiments, which have and are daily being made in Clairvoyance, for
the scrutiny and reflection of the people. I plead guilty to the charge,
and for the future shall try to do better. Indeed, I feel it obligatory
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upon tne> as fair as it is in my power, to present to the world those in
teresting facts, which come within my cognizance—facts, which I am
compelled to believe, are destined to be woven into a new science—a
science which will arouse die sensibilities—develop intelligence, and
in short ameliorate the condition of mankind to a greater extent, than
all other sciences together, which have preceded it. To the healing
art it is, so far as my experience goes, without a parallel. The time
is certainly coining when no patient will suffer himself fo swallow
thousands of poisonous and filthy nostrums—they will call to their aid
Clairvoyance, and dispense with this insufficient, very dangerous, and
wretchedly blind method of practice. It will not be long till every
physician, of a deep reflecting and candid bent of mind, will have re
course to clairvoyance in all complicated and critical cases. The sim
ple reasons upon which I base these assertions are, first: no physi
cian can determine correctly internal diseases from external symptoms,
especially where the internal diseases are of a very complex character,
which is frequently the case; 2dly, if he could determine the disease
correctly, he would find it still difficult to apply the proper remedies to
remove the disease. Physicians are well aware that even in external
derangements they have to make several experiments before they hit
upon the proper medicine to remove the disease. And how frequently,
while they are thus experimenting, the patient dies. It is well known,
too, what will cure one patient will not cure another. When Clair
voyance is substituted for blind chance, then will a revolution take
place in the science of medicine, which may well cause the world to
rejoice.
Pardon this digression. The experiment, which I propose to give
you at present is not connected with the healing art, although I have
seldom used it for any other purpose than to relieve the sufferings of
my fellow beings.
While spending a few weeks at my country residence, with my fam
ily, my brother visited me, and knowing that my wife was capable of
being thrown into the Clairvoyant state, wished me to mesmerize her.
This, for his satisfaction, I did. My brother then told me he had an
experiment which he should like to see tried for the especial purpose
of testing clairvoyance. My brother then stated the experiment,
which was simply this : a lady near my brothers, which was some fif
teen miles distant from my residence, had lost a book, which she suspected had been taken from her house. I directed my wife’s mind to

the ladyY house, although at this distance, and then told her to examine
the house critically and see if she could see the book. After setting
for some time, as if in a deep reverie, she said she saw the book, which
the lady thought was lost. I then asked her where the book was.
She said it had slipped down in a small crack between the floor and
wall, and that they would find it there. I can see it, she oberved, it
has on a black cover.
My brother returned home, and feeling interested to know the result
of the experiment, went immediately to the lady’s, and requested her
to examine her house and see if there was any crack between the wall
and the floor. A short search discovered the crack, and, to my broth
er’s astonishment, the book, just as my wife had stated.
I thought no more of the matter, till several days afterwards, when
my brother revisited me on business, and informed me of the result of
the experiment.
This experiment was made at the distance of fifteen miles from my
residence, a place where my wife never had been, and was unacquaint
ed with the parties, except my brother. The subject was not men
tioned to her or myself until after I had put her to sleep 5 nor was there
any means by which she could have become acquainted with the facts,
save through clairvoyance. This experiment, having been so carefully
guarded against deception by my brother, who was rather sceptical
upon the subject, is one reason why I publish it for general considera
tion.
Yours, &c., respectfully,
JOHN J. GRAMMAR.

ELECTRICITY.
[ C o n tin u e d ]

Ex. 49.— Electric Swing.—Balance a small figure upon two fine silk
strings, and place it within three or four inches of a ball, which forms
part of a conductor, while on the other side of the figure is a second
ball connected with the ground. Upon putting the machine in action,
the figure will vibrate from one to the other.
Ex. 50.— The Electric Swing.—Suspend a strip, or fine rod of glass
upon a centre, (it may be hung up by silk,) and upon each end of it
support a light figure of pith. Let one of the figures have no conduct
ing substance under it, nor yet touch the conductor when swinging up

wards $ but let the other figure come against the ball of the con
ductor when it rises highest, and touch another ball connected with
the ground when descending lowest 5 if put properly under the conduc
tor of a machine it will vibrate up and down—the opposite figure on]y
acting as a counterpoise to it.
Ex. 51.— The Electrical Rope Dancer.—Suspend from the ball of
the conductor two thiok wires, about a foot long. The upper wire is
connected with the conductor by a small chain, or hook 5 the lower one
hung to this, at the distance of two or three inches, by a silk thread at
epcli end ; the lower wire is also connected to the ground by a chain.
Place on the lower wire a paper or pith figure, and upon putting the
machine in action, it will move alternately and briskly between them.
Ex. 52.—Electrical Spider.—Cut out of a bit of cork the body of a
spider: furnish it with eight white thread legs, and run through the
body a long silk thread. Hold tins up in one hand, so that it shall hang
two or three inches from the side of the conductor, and hold the finger
about the same distance beyond it—when the assistant turns the ma
chine, the spider will fiy backwards and forwards between the conductor
and the finger.
Ex. 53.—Spinning Sealing Wax.—Fasten on to a thick wire a piece
of sealing wax, about one inch long, by heating it, and thrusting the
wire into it. Put the other end of the wire into a hole, either at the
end or side of the conductor, soithat the wax shall be at some distance
off. Underneath where the wax is, either on the table or the floor, place
a sheet of brown paper, merely to catch any drops which may fall when
the wax is inflamed. Provide yourself also with a lighted candle, and
a sheet of white paper. Direct your assistant, (for in this experiment
you must have one,) to turn the machine, and stop it exactly at the time
you may desire. Then standing near the wax, hold the white paper
four or five inches from it, and light the sealing wax. When well light
ed, blow it out, and at the same instant let the machine be turned, and
exceedingly fine threads of wax will be thrown off, and collected on the
white paper, as long as the wax remains melted. Stop the machine—
light, and blow out the wax, and turn the machine as before—more of
the filaments will be thrown off, and thus any quantity may be collected,
and if scraped together by the point of a pin, it will resemble the finest
wool, such as cannot be procured by any other means*
Ex. 54.—The Electrical Pail.—Suspend to the ball, which projects
from the prime conductor, a small metal or wooden pail, having at the

bottom of it a hole, so fine that water will pass only by drops Pour a
little water into it, and when electrified, the water instead of dropping
only will pass out in a stream, and this will divide itself into several
streams, each of which in the dark will be beautifully luminous.
This experiment has been supposed tp offer an explanation! of Uie fiery .
rains mentioned in various authors, and is a corroboration of a fact, the
utility of yvhich we had once reason to congratulate ourselves upon be
ing acquainted with. The circumstance was aa follows: We W3re vis
iting a medioal friend, and electrifying a lady for gvita serma, 5Vhen»a
gentleman was brought in stunned by a fall from his horse; it was
thought advisable to bleed him. The arm was tried 5 no blood would
flow. The temporal artery; still without success* We suggested that
electricity should be tried. iHe was placed on a chair * and that upon
an insulating stool, and immediately the machine was put in action. Thte
blood flowed from both orifices, and the gentleman recovered. Might
not this fact be of use frequently in bur hospitals P It is certainly very
seldom* if ever applied to.
E x. 55.—Fiery Sponge.—Suspend in like manner to the bucket a
sponge dipped in water, and the luminous streams which issue from it
will be more numerous and beautiful'than even in the last example.
Ex. 50.— Electric
Suspend from th e conductor of a machine
a brass ring, about a foot in diameter^ and underneath it, at about half
an inch distance j a metalic plate connected with the ground. Place up
on this plate, and within the ring, a very light hollow glass, ball—turn
the machine, and the little ball will describe an orbit around the ring,
and turn at the same time about its own axis. The poles of its rotation
are nearly at right angles to the plane of its orbit. We have not tried
this experiment. Mr. Adams says, (Cthat it requires considerable at
tention to make it succeed, as a small difference in the apparatus, or in
the force <>f the machine, &c., will occasion a failure.”
The abpve, together with the experiments formerly given, are the
chief that &tq had recourse to for amusements They are all to be ex
plained by the principles of electrical attraction, which important law
of the science has given rise to many instruments of paramount utility
in pursuing electrical inquiries. The chief of these are known by the
name of Electrometers atfd Electroscope^ the object of which is to meas
ure either the quantity or intensity of accumulated electricity. Thfc
principal are a$ follows 1

ELECTROMETERS.

The Quadrant Electrometeri was invented by Mr. Henry. It consists
Of an upright stem of wood or metal, terminated by a ball at the top, and
bearing an arc of ivory, divided into degrees, as in a great circle: that is,
containing 90degrees in every Quarter, beginning at the bottom with
zero, and having 90 at an equal distance from the upper and the lower
part of the* semi-circle of ivory. In the centre of this is balanced a
very thin rod of wood, with a pith ball at its outward point, as repre
sented. The slender rod is capable of motion up and down. It is used
in connection with a charged jar or battery, and by the pith ball and its
stem rising to a certain height, it indicates the intensity of the charge
within the bottle or battery. At the greatest charge of a Leyden jar it
will rise to nearly 90 degrees, but in a battery seldom more than 60 or
70. It being impossible to charge a battery so highly as a single jar.
Sauseure's Bottle Electrometer.—It consists of a glass case or bottle,
with a metal bottom, four pieces of tinfoil being pasted on the sides of
the glass, in connection with the bottom ; withinside the glass are two
very fine silver wires, swinging freely in a loop above, and endiftg be
low in two small pith balls. The upper jpart of the instrument is a
brass cap, terminated by a ball and a rod of three or four feet, made in
joints for the sake of greater convenience, and pointed. This instru
ment when used is to be placed in some (exposed situation, when an ap
proaching storm or other cause indicates the electric fluid in the atmos
phere to be disturbed. The silver threads by their divergence will
show the degree and character of the fluid in contaet with the instru
ment. When it is used in rainy weather, the upper part of the glass
is covered with a hood, like an umbrella, to keep the glass dry, and
consequently the electrometer insulated.
In the above eleotrometers, as well as in the Gold-leaf Electrometer,
described in a former part, it will be seen, that however valuable they
may be as indicating an extremely minute quantity of the electric fluid,
yet for comparative and delicate experiments they all fail; because gra
vitation considerably influences the weight of the moveable parts at dif
ferent altitudes. To remedy this inconvenience, Mr. Coulomb contri
ved his Tortion Electrometer. It consists of a fine metalic wire, one
«nd of which is attached to a screw, and to the other is suspended a
horizontal needle, composed of gumlac, or other non-conductor, and
armed at one extremity with a gilt pith pall, counterpoised at the other
ead by an index. The conductor is a small wire, with a ball at each

end, passingthroughthe glass receiver, in Which the needle i t suspended, and having its lowei* ball opposed to that of the needle,
a screw, the two balls are brought intoctfntact, and the index then
points to zero, or the divided scale- of degrees. On communicating a
very feeble eleotrioal power to the conductor, it transfers it to the move*' #
able pith ball, and repels it to a certain number of degrees, proportion
al to the intensity of the acquired electrioity, and measured by the pow
er of portion which it exerts upon the fine wire. By experiments
made with this electrometer, it would appear that the electrical powefc*
follow the law of gravitation, in being in the inverse ratio of the square$
o f the distance* of ihe acting bodies. In the most delioate construction
of the instrument, a single silk-worm’s thread is used instead of the
wires.

DE OBFUSCATIONIBUS
( Continued.)

The letter then suggests doubts and difficulties as to the cause of this
ecstasy, &c. whether it be divine or merely a result of the “ passions of
the soul”—and whether it may be said that the “ soul generates the
power which had an “ imaginative perception of futurity, &c. &c* and
rather argues “ that a passion of the soul is the cause of divination *
*
# because the senses are occupied and fumigations are introdu
ced and invocations employed ; and likewise because, that not all men,
but those that are more simple and young are adapted to prediction.”
You will see by these questions that the writer had a desire for an
explanation, of some mystical communications, and that the difficulty
had occurred to him as to their true cause, whether merely human or
superhuman; and it is enough for my purpose at present to intimate
that questions would not have been asked or answered unless there
was at least supposed to be something that needed explanation.
If the answer prove to be wholly unsatisfactory and even absurd, yet
it is worth considering that something was attempted to be explained,
and we are. now to see what that something was.
But before proceeding in the matter I feel obliged to refer to another
part of the work of Iamblicus, in order that you may recognize a pe
culiar distinction stated by the author in as clear language as the subr

jectwifl admttrr-&& distinction between intuitive iand ;aoquired knowl^lge- 7 between[the reason,andthe understanding Mi t i » now a days
talked about) aa ii* derived from the German*, though m«qh older than
Plata’s time* It is important to refer to it here because allusion is evi
dently made to* it in the .explanation that it is,to follow, and the thing is
very curious in itself and shows Iamblicus to have been a Ve!ry clear
headed and;a very pious man, considering that he was a heathen: Hesays, referring £o the eipistle of Axebo: ,
€( In the first place then, you say, ‘ it must be'granted that there are
Gods.’ But thus to speak, however, on this subject, is not right. For
an innate knowledge of the Gods is co-existent with our very essence;
and this knowledge is superior to aU judgment and deliberate choice,
and subsists before reasoning and demonstration # # # In truth,
the contact with divinity” [let this be called the light of faith, and it
will be clear to those who have it] “ is not knowledge—for knowledge
is, in a certain respect (distinguished or) separated from its object by
a sense of otherness. Before the knowledge, which as one tiling knows
another, is the uniform Connexion? with divinity, and which is suspend
ed from the Gods, is spontaneous and inseparable from them. Hence
it is not proper ta grant, that there are Gods, as’if it might not be gran
ted, nor to admit it as if it were (doubtful or) 'ambigudu&r-r-nor are we
worthy to explore a questiofc of (his kind as if we had authority either
to approve or reject it. We are, indeed comprehended in it, or rather
we are filled by ityand we possess that very thing which we are, in
knowing the Gods.”
■
It is singular* let me say, that Faust’s anbwer to Margaretta: inquiry
as tp his faith is very precisely expressed in this passage—too exactly,
as it appears to me, not to have been suggested to <Goethe by it. All
critics agree that the answer of Faust is onb of the most sublime passa
ges in modern literature 5 so says Mrs* Austin at all events, and she
is a competent judge. ^
Now it is from a. reference to the peculiar kind of knowledge here
described that the explanation of divination is derived by Iamblicus—
for he says, further, that this intuitive knowledge will be assimilated to
that of which it participates; that, u as the Gods have an existence
which is always invariably the same, so the human soul is conjoined to
them Ly this knowledge, according to an invariable sameness; by no
means pursuing or obtaining such knowledge through conjecture or
opinion or a process of reasoning (all of which originate in time) 1 but
acquiring it by becoming co-united to them,”

I repeat nOW that the Explanation of Iamblicus may be altogether
felse, but yOU will notice nevertheless the outward! facts he refers to,
and which he says'“ happen daily.” The explanation is in the phrase
ology of an answer to Porphyry, as follows: "
« But the dreams that are denominated Theopempioi, or sent fror*
God, do not subsist after the manlier Which you mention, f>ut they take
place either when sleep i&leaving us, and we are beginning to awake,
and then we hear a certain voice which concisely tells us what is to b^
done; or voices are heard by us between sleeping and waking, or when
we are perfectly awake. Sometimes an invisible and incorporeal spirr
it surrounds the recumbents, so as not to be perceived by the sight, but
by a Certain other co-sensation and intelligence.” The entrance of this
spirit is accompanied with a noise, and he diffuses himself bn all sides
without contact, and affects admirable works conductive to the liberation
of the passions of the soul and body.
[Consulted.]

SWEDENBORG’S ANIMAL KINGDOM*
(C on tin u ed.)

T

The brain supplies the body and the blood with life, and its functions
in this respect combine nutrition, circulation, and respiration. It re
spires the ethers of the world, it nourishes its life with ethereal chylej
and it circulates the animal spirit elaborated therefrom, through
the corporeal system. It may be regarded as a unity which in
volves in principle and idea all the varieties that are manifested ii*
the two inferior regions of the thorax and abdomen. Its cortical sub
stances involve the functions of both the heart and lungs, because they
are in the degree above both. They are so many corcula propelling the
animal spirit through the medullary fibres and nervous system, and sp
many pulmuncula performing an animatory motion synchronous with
the respiratory motion of the lungs, although not dependent upon it, but
automatic or self-derived, and which indeed generates the motion of the
lungs, sis the end generates the cause, or the cause the effect. The,
ethereal medium that they respire they derive principally through what,
are termed by Swedenborg the corporeal fibres, which originate in the
skin, and run back from the last boundaries of the body la the first in
14
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the brain. Now the physiologists have never discovered the animation
of the brain, because they have never seen the respiration of the lungs
in its primary light. Had they done this, it would have been evident
that the respiratory motion exercises a traction upon the sheaths of
all the great nerves, and expands them, and that this traction is the ex
ternal cause of a nervous circulation; for were there no fluid to respond
to the force, there would be a tendency to a vacuum in these most im
pressible organs, and their parts would be strained, or drawn asunder.
But if there be a real circulation in the nervous system, it must have
centres that propel it, and times and moments in which it is performed.
We have already seen that in this case the fluid is externally drawn
forth by the attraction of the lungs, consequently in the times of the
respirations, and hence it must be drawn in by the brains in the same
times; in short the animations of the brains must be synchronous with
the respirations of the lungs. Hence it is that the brain supplies the
body with internal motive force at the same instant as do the lungs
with external, the heart only maintaining the organs in a state of po
tency and supplying what they demand by the influx of this compound
attractive force operating according to their various fabrics.
It must not be inferred that a truth of such paramount importance in
physiology as the animation of the brain, rests upon the slight chain of
reasoning attempted above. N o; its attestation is as general as the
truth itself is universal. But since Swedenborg has taken the proof of
it upon his own Atlantean shoulders, the reader is referred to bis trea
tise* on the subject for further corroborations. But it may be useful
to indicate, that the doctrine is in no way shaken by the existence of
the pulsatile movement so readily felt in young children, nor yet of that
other movement, alternate and not synchronous with the respirations,
which has been observed by some experimentalists. The truth is that
all the three movements proceed uninterrupted by each other ; and that
the alternate movement, which is referrable to the blood rushing out by
the veins during inspiration, is what chiefly masks the synchronous
movement, which is automatic, or referrable to the brain itself.
There is no part of Swedenborg’s system which is better worthy of
intention than the doctrine of the skin. As the skin is the continent
and ultimate of the whole system, so all the forms, forces and uses of
the interior parts coexist within it. Moreover as it is the extreme of
the body, and the contact of extremes, or circulation, is a. perpetual law
• Economy o f the Animal Kingdom, tr. ii., 1— 68 u
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of nature,1 so from the skin a Return is made to the other extreme,
namely, to the cortical substances of the brain. Hence the first func
tion of the skin is, “ to serve as a new source of fibre*.” For the
fibres of one extreme, to-wit, the brain, also called by Swedenborg the1
fibres of the soul, could not of themselves complete the formation of the
body, but could only supply its active grounds, and therefore these
fibres proceed outwards to the skin, which is the most general sensorial
expanse of the brain, and there generate the papillae; and again emer
ging from the papillae, and convoluted into a minute canal or pore, they
take a new nature and name from their new beginning, and become the
corporeal fibres, or the fibres of the body, which proceed from without
inwards to the brain, and unite themselves to its cortical substances.
These are the passives of which the nervous fibres are the actives;
the veins or female forces of which th6 nervous fibres are the arteries
or males; and “ they suck in the purer elemental food from the air and
ether,'convey it to their terminations, and expend it upon the uses of
life.”
Besides this, the skin has a series of other functions which there is
not space to dwell upon at present. Inasmuch as it is the most gene
ral covering of the body, therefore it communicates by a wonderful con
tinuity with all the particular coverings of the viscera and organs, and
of their parts, and parts of parts. And as it communicates with all by
continuity of structure, so it also communicates by continuity of func
tion ; the whole body being therefore one grand sensorium of the sense
of touch. In short, the animal spirit is the most universal and singu
lar essence of the body and all its parts; the skin, the most general and
particular form corresponding to that essence.
Having thus bestowed a cursory glance upon some points of Swe
denborg’s doctrine of the three spheres of the body, and their most
general and particular continent, the skin, we shall now enlarge a little
on certain subjects that have already been mentioned, in order to give
them a more distinct place in the reader’s apprehension. And first with
respect to the circulation. It is clear that in assigning its due weight
to the primary function of the lungs, we obtain a law which enables us
to limit the function of the heart and arteries; and the result is, that
the heart and aorta simply propel the blood to the mouths of the arter
ies leading into the viscera, and the viscerfe themselves attract it thence
forth, and dominate over the circulation of their own vessels, command
ing it to take place in the timet of the respirations, and not in tbe-times

of the pulses of the heart. A s one means to this end, the vessels
which supply the org*p, jgejierally come off at right angles from the
greatartery.
.
But there is another branch of this subject which is worthy of atten
tion. The circulation in the great vessels is comparatively inordinate
or confused, because in them the blood is all mingled together in a he*
terogeneous mass, and propelled onwards by an external force; but the
circulation in the capillaries is most orderly and distinct, being an auto
matic movement performed by the single globules of the blood, in ves
sels which correspond to them individually, and where they are perfect
ly at home. . If a comparison be permitted, they constitute a medley
crowd in the heart and aorta, but march separately, man by man, in the
capillaries. , Hepce the blood in its mass can but imperfectly manifest
its living endpwments, but when sundered into its individualities ot
leasts, it distinctly exercises its dynamic nature, and flaws spontaneous
ly 5 fo* it is a, spiyaVand circular
and tends therefore to a spiral
gyration, or to circulation. Indeed in a universal sense, the leasts of
the blood fire the causey of the heart’s action, and the grounds of the
whole sanguineous movement; although speaking io^ generals, the heart,
and the lungs acting 0J*the viscera, are the joint causes of this effect.
[Coofiaued.^

MEDICAL
^

CASES.

C l a i r v o y a n t E x a m i n a t i o n of Mr. B—— —, by E . E . Dill.
- “ This patient’* system is very much deranged, and he tires very
easily ;firom exertion. Perspires too freely, and is very liable to
take cold. His blood circulates very unequally, and determines too
mueh to the head. Liver torpid, nervous system irritable, and stomach
quite weak*. The lining membrane of the lungs is considerably infla
med, and the air cells of the left lobe are somewhat contracted. These
derangements cause great general debility, accompanied with severe
pains in the back, right side and left; shoulder, with a good deal of stiff
ness of the joinld—partiouiarly the knees.’*
- Remedits.— Thoroughwort, 2 os»; Indian Turnip, 1 oz.; Skunk
Cabbage, 1 l+2 ez«; Hoarfcoand, 9 oz.; Lady Slippery 2 1*2 ox*; Blood
Boot
Lobelia Seed, lo * .; Cherry Bark, 1*4 4b. Ifake into half

a gallon of syrup ; let the patient take half a wine glass full before
epckmeal.”
2dly. Take Extract of Dandelion, 1 dram; Sulphate of Iron, 1 do.;
Carbonate of Potash, 1-2 do; ex. Blackroot, 1-2 do.; Make into four
grain pills. Let the patient take one every evening, and two in the
morning, until all are taken.”
u The patient may bathe his feet two or three times per week in hot
water; and he should also sponge all over every morning in cold Salene water.”
“ The magnetic machine should be applied three or four times through
from the liver and epigastric region to the back. The positive pole may
be placed over the region of the liver, and the negative pole should be
passed down the whole lepgth of the spinal column.”
“ The patient should be careful not to eat too much at a time. He
may eat whatever his appetite craves, but he must be very careful to
eat but little at a time until his digestive organs regain their natural
tone and energy. This course of treatment will soon cure, and the pa
tient will become stouter than he has usually been.”
This examination was made last February, and in less than ten days
after the patient went to work, and has not lost a day sinoe from sick
ness. He stated to me a few days since that his health was much bet
ter than usual. This patient had taken a great deal of medicine previ
ously to this examination, which resulted in no special benefit.
We was called in great haste, some ten days since, to see a patient
who was given up by two of the old school physicians. In less than
thirty minutes after we reached the patient’s room, he was a corpse. A
lady of the highest respectability was present, and an excellent Clair
voyant. A great desire was expressed by several present to have the
oorpse, (or the dying man, for he perceptably breathed for some min
utes after the examination was terminated,) examined. The lady con-,
sentei, and we threw her into the Clairvoyant state. The result of
which was, that the patient had come to his death from the effect of
strong medicines, She stated that the lower part of his lungs, stom
ach and liver wpre all mortified—that the strong medicine which he had
taken, had produced a great deal of irritation, which lead to inflamma
tion, and terminated in mortification. She then stated what would have
attested the inflammation, and restored the patient, had it been, used be
fore mortification took place. The lady was awakened, an4 we then
enquired iniotjbe particulars of the patient. We was informed that he
14*

had taken a slight uold—coroplwned of a pain ill lid left side, and had
rather a hacking cough,—but was still able to walk about. On Wed
nesday he called in his family physician* who prescribed a dose of tartaremetic, bled,—taking about a quart of blood, and gave thirty grains
of Calomel! I! The patient was immediately prostrated, and rapidly
sank under the magic effects of these Sampson7s of the drug shops—
efficient weapons in the hands of butchers! To counteract the evil
thtl3 produced Iodine was prescribed, and as a last resort, a solution of
Quinine and Camphor!!!! Comments are unnecessary. A compari
son of the two cases, is sufficient. From all the information we could
gain>the&e two p&tients were very similarly deranged, in the first com^
mencement of their attacks. Their temperaments and constitutions
from every appearance was much the same. In tracing effects and
their causes we certainly ‘ cannot be blamed* for coming to the conclu
sion that the difference in theste results originated in the difference itf
treatment.

CONSTIPATION OR COSTIVENESS OF THE

BOWELS.

■ This is not only a troublesome symptom, but always indicates an un
healthy state of things in the stomach, liver and abdominal organs. The
use of cathartic medicine for this symptom, so common at this day, al
ways other!things being equal, only aggravates the complaint. Good
food as coarse^ wheaten bread and fruits, the avoidance of tea, coffee,
spices, salt, and other heating and stimulating condiments, exercise in
the open air, the drinking freely of pure soft water, and injections-of thesame fluid—judicious bathing daily followed—regularity and eaie in all
the habits df life^-these ar*e the means, and incomparably the best* that
can be used to prevent constipation.—[Water-cure Journal.
Those who have practised medicine in the Allopathic school, know
something of the obstinate perverseness of this unnatural condition fcf
the bowels ; and those who have had the u ill-luck” to contract thfe
habit, know something of the disappointments attending that kind of*
practice. Within my knowledge there are persons who hare been
afflicted With costivenesg for a good half dozen years, 8nd who htfffeM
exhausted the round of medicating, taken rheubarb, magnesia, charcoal,*
syrups, patent m e d i c i n e s ; b y the pound*'
Is tSUre, that hfc*

*vter had this disease, that does not know by experience that medicines
will not core it permanendy ? A dose of any cathartic will give relief
$6y fc day off two, but the over excitement which it occasions, deepems
«nd $xes more permanently the disease, and begets the necessity ftr
othefc* &fcd larger portions of the medicine. The water-cme, in connedtion with correct living, and regular habits, promises not only immedif
ate relief, but a perfect cure. Injections of cold, or tepid water, regtr*
kirly each day, one or two general ablutions, together with the use tof
the sitz-bath, morning and evening for 20 or 30 minutes each sitting*
washing and rubbing the bowels freely with the hand whilst in the tub,
Will, I believe, curc the most obstinate case6 of oostiveness. I have
sometimes directed, in addition to the processes just named, that the
w et bandage be;wfcrnat night—but this is rarely necessary. ■
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From the M ississippian.

SURGERY AlSD MESMERISM.
An interestirtg surgical operation was performed in our city on the
2d inst., by Dr. W. R. G i s t , assisted by Dr. W. S. L a n g l e y , of which
the following description has been furnished us by one of the witness
es. The patient was the lady of Mr. James E. Mathews, Auditor of
Public Accounts.
>
On the 25th June, Dr. Gist visited and mesmerized Mrs. M. for the
first time, with the view of removing a cancerous tumor. He visited
her again on the 27th and 29th of the same month, and mesmerized
her on both occasions. The tumor was situated just behind the angle of
the lower jaw, on the left side of the face, and over the lower half of
the parotid gland. r It wa3 slightly inflamed and exceedingly tender, so
much so that the slightest touch caused very great pain.
On the 2d inst., Dir. G. accompanied by Dr. Langley, visited the pa^
tietit. Shedid not know that Dr. G. intended to performthe opera-tion'
on th&tevening, but suspected it from the fact of Dr. Langley’s being
present, and was therefore much agitated. Dr. G., however, succeed*1
ed very soon, in placing her most fully tinder the mesmeric influence.
At this time, Gdl. Mathews called in Chancellor €ocke, Gen. CUtff
*tid lady, and Mr. George Boddie, in whose presence the operation'
was performed. A portion of skin, one tod £ ftelf inches ill length attd:
oo^itich in wicBh Wife thefr jtetnoved—# ctft "Wii- nta&e aboifti half aa 1

iaoh in depth, including the skin and cellular tissue, together with the
entire tumor, taken away. It bled freely, after which the, wound was
dosed with stitches and adhesive straps 5 the whole operation occupying
about twenty minutes. The pulse and respiration were counted by Dr.
Langley, both before and after the operation, and it was found that the
pulse had not varied a. beat in a minute, neither had the respiration
changed. Those who watched the countenance, could not detect the
slightest change in the features, not even the contraction of a muscle,
although the operation was (or would have been under ordinary cir
cumstances) a very painful one.
About a half an hour after the operation was over, she was awaken
ed fronti her mesmerie sleep—her attention called to some irrelevant
subject, when she laughed heartily and naturally. Her attention was
then called to the wound. She was perfectly astonished, and said she
knew nothing of it, but, that it then smarted and burnt. She is doing
well, and will soon be entirely recovered.
Much praise is due Dr. Gist for the skilful and satisfactory manner
in which the operation was performed. We learn that a full report
will be made out for publication in some medical journal.

REMARKABLE MESMERIC CURE.
At a lecture given at Derby, Mr. S. T. Hall related the following
remarkable case: It is that of a young lady of whose mind and disposi
tion, to say the best I could, would be no compliment5 but whose bodily
powers were so worn down by a grievous internal, disease and a natural
delicacy of constitution, that some yearp ago, she was unable properly
to balance herself when walking, and so fell from the top to the bottom
of a flight of stairs, severely bruising the back of her head, and various
portions of her spine, step after step, during the entire descent. From
the description I have heard, the paroxysms and tortures to which she
became subject, must have been most awful. Notwithstanding her
previous debility, so powerful were the convulsions she afterwards for
sometime underwent, that it often required the efforts jof two or three
strong me;n to prevent her being thrown by them off th$ bed* To the
relief of these, nature came at length with an attack of paralysis, which
qitii'ely prostrated her, and for nearly three ypf&s she lay unaUe to li$lg>
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herself, as it was even with difficulty she C9 uld be helped by others,
since the slightest application of a camel hair pencil to the region of
the spine, was sufficient to occasion the most excrutiating pain. The
best advice that could be obtained, afar or near—every remedy that
medical authority could suggest to her kind and anxious friends—had
been tried, and had left her little better than it found her ; and when I
was first introduced, she was not only suffering from exceedingly acute
pain, but appeared to be as weakly and as inert as an infant. The re
sults of my visits have since been attributed by some of our opponents,
to the effect of a powerful imagination. But as ever since the cessa
tion of her convulsions, one of the young lady’s legs had become per
manently foreshorted, so that when she was made able to stand, she
could not bring the heel within two inches of the ground ; and as this
physical, and not imaginary contraction, has now been entirely removed
—further, as a constant and anxious medical friend of the family had such
faith in the patient’s integrity and sound judgment, that he had declared
long before, if mesmerism could produce any effect upoi* her, he should
fully believe her report of it—such an interpretation is as preposterous
and pitiful as the spirit that dictates it. Whatever the agent between
my passes and her frame, or whatever name it may be called by—and
cthe rose by any other name would smell as sweet’—this truth is clear
to all who know her, and though her sufferings had been all and more
than I have described, up to the commencement of my present series of
visits to Derby, and though my treatment has been without the aid of
drugs of any kind, she is not only now comparatively free from pain,
but goes freely about the house, enjoying the society of her delighted
friends, and occasionally walks, unsupported, in the garden, gathering
flowers with her own hands, and thankfully reaping additional health from
such a renewal of her acquaintance with nature.” We believe, says
the Derby Reporter, that we are perfectly in order, in saying that the
patient thus far restored, is Miss Longdon, of Friar gate, well known
in Derby as a kind and intelligent member of the Society of Friends,
whose parents, and others of the family connexion, were present at the
lecture, and concurred in all that was advanced in relation to the case
by Mr. Hall.—[Bath Herald, England.

Important JK se o i^ .^ A German friend translates for us, from (he
u Schnellposl,” the annexed account of * highly important discovery:
FaAKKroftT, (Germany,) August 10th*
At the meeting of the society for natural philosophy, held here the
day before yesterday, some interesting facts were communicated by
Professor Boettger relative to the important discovery of Prof. Shcenbein at Basle, (Switzerland,) to transform vegetable fibre into a trans
parent, colorless, glass-like mass. The process discovered by Profes
sor Schoenbein is as yet a secret; but according to communications,
made in polytechnical journals, the following striking results are said
to have been obtained. Ordinary unsized paper may, by this process, t
be made tougher and more durable; it becomes perfectly water-proof,
is not acted upon by either acids or alkalies, and needs neither sizing
nor starching, in order to be used as writing, printing, or wrapping pa*
paper. Thus prepared, it can also be made entirely transparent, exhib
iting further the remarkable property strongly to develope electricity
by friction. More important, however, are the effects of this process
upon cotton, which thereby acquires the property of detonating on
bringing it in contact with live coal. Professor Boettger said, that the
reading of these facts induced him to resume his former researches in
the same line, and that he succeded in arriving at like results, whether
by a like process is not decided. He exhibited to the meeting speci
mens of paper, which displayed the properties mentioned above. A
small quantity of prepared cotton, to all external appearance exactly like
common cotton, even when examined under the miscroscope, exploded
at the moment it came in contact with a piece of ignited tinder, leaving
but a very small residuum. On further trials, made in presence of the
writer of this communication, the cotton proved to be of more than
double the strength of gunpowder. Professor Boettger discharged from
a small pistol, loaded with cotton instead of gunpowder, a bullet, which
passed through both an oak board two inches and a half, and a pine
board one inch thick j whereas a bullet, fired from a barrel charged
with gunpowder, of the same weight with that of the cotton, did not
pasa through the pine board alone. Further communications on
this important discovery are looked for with no small degree of
interest*

E l x c t a i c a l P H S jfO M S x a N , —An account of human electricity was
given in a number oi Silliman’s Journal sometime ago, which might, if
carried out, lead to some important conclusions in respect to human
phenomena heretofore unexplained. The subject became so electric
that sparks were drawn from and even spontaneously issued from the
ends of her fingers. During this time an Intense aurora borealis show*
ed itself. The phenomena continued for several months, the sparks
being readily given out whenever the lady approached any conductor of
electricity. She could touch nothing metalic without emetting an elec*
trical spark, which was an annoying circumstance to her. These ap
pearances were proportionably heightened when the air was warm and
the lady was in good spirits. During cold weather, and when she was
in a melancholy mood, these phenomenons were suspended. When
sitting by a stove with her feet upon the metal edge, the sparks were
drawn out at intervals of a few seconds, from three to six sparks per
minute. The lady was about thirty years of age, of sedentary habits,
and rather sickly. She had suffered from rheumatic and neuralgio af«
fections about two years prior to this time.

[From the Northampton Democrat.]

PERSECUTION

FOR

OPINION.

BT 8TEPHEN J . W . TAB0H, M. D,

Make it crime for men to sp eak and think,
And all our gifts would to oblivion s in k 5
The arts would wither— science droop and d ye,
And commerce frightenM seek another sk y j
Blind ignorance would rule the land w ith aw e,
And superstition be enthroned by la w ;
C ow l’d shaven monks would all the world control,
And bum and fulminate from pole to pole.
But T r u t h needs not the law to make it stand,
Nor asks assistance from the stake and brand.
Secure she moves enshrin’d by holy light,
And seeks no arms but those o f moral might j

8 6 f i t frtmi gaining 1sttengtfh4y iH'JUdg’d fdrc^,
' i t c l o g s he# fret and t b t t k a faef m her cofcrit,
E q^ r^dA intdarfknesf hier refulgeiitOaipp^
And paries h*r. Jjrpw p ith errprfe fearful stymp*
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Away^ tljen, freemen, w ith those views: so vain.
W hich would renew vile Tarquemada’s reign.
And here established', on Columbia’s shore,
T he Inquisition known in days o f yore.
L e t TdtiERATibN o’er your i-ealtiis extend,
A a d faith-and works forever find a friend s
. r^ot,fear ttyat harjp tn^y thus perhaps accrue
,
T o aught divine, important, ju st or true.
Cl Let f t u tk and Falsehood grapple,” M ilton said,
Though the encoiinter Error w ell may dread 5
B at Truth defied all humah strength and w it—
M a 4NA * iT VKRITAt^PRRVAJtBSlT!
So
the mo^tp.on h*r pierceless mail—
.
Tfie Truth u m ^ h iv a * ^ ^it m u t jr r tv a ill ,
H ow impotent are tnen those senseless law s,
W h ich , made to a id ^ m retrograde her cause !
H ow base those men, w ho in the guise o f zeal.
Convert w ith fire and demonstrate w ith s t e e l!

Such men there were in a monastic age,
W ho made the world a scene o f w oe and rage,
W ho pour’d forth seas o f pure and guiltless blood,
And revell’d gladly ;ii* th e tcrim#on flood.
But not to ancient monkish tim es,

W V > < ? r ft f?rei5* $ V V *!

K eea w e to turn our horror stricken gaze
T o mark tfye blight o f persecution’s blaze y
For o’er the earth her scorching flames have run,
And fed( on gore wherever* shines the sun,

.«

Burnt and destroy’d in;England, France antf Rom e,
And hyng apd, branded even herq at home—
Y es, ev$n herp, where proscribed freedom fled,
Has jjeijsecutifla rais’d)her horrid head,
Confin’d the mind by oppressive sw a y ,
</
And botyty t a l k ’d abroad iq, open <}ay,
O’er sprea^l t^e land w}th misery and tears,

And pfqv’dher dQcUin^s by the scourge aadjhieajf I
‘
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